
Contact Details
GUG United Square, 101 Thomson Road, #01-
20/27 United Square, Singapore 307591 

Opening January 2019 
GUG Tampines Junction, 300 Tampines
Avenue 5, #07-01/07, Singapore 529653

Opening March 2019 
GUG Derby Thomson, 2 Derbyshire Road, 
Singapore 309458

Tel: 6258 4722
www.gugifted.com

school with focused educational strategies
To help your child become a critical thinker, stellar reader, and passionate learner all rolled 

into one, look no further than Growing Up Gifted.
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While parents are constantly 
looking for the best for their 
children, finding the best (and 

right) early childhood curriculum can be quite 
a headache. Different kids possess different 
levels of learning ability and needs, which is 
something Growing Up Gifted understands. 
This is why the school’s Founding CEO, 
Deanne Chong-Duffield, and a team of early 
childhood professionals have come up with an 
award-winning range of programmes specially 
curated for young learners between the ages 
of six months to eight years. They present a 
holistic approach that builds essential skills 
like problem-solving, language, mathematics, 
logic, literacy, and social skills.

Deanne is a Master of Education and  
uniquely certified as a Curriculum Specialist 
in Preschool Gifted Education. What sets 
Growing Up Gifted’s curriculum apart is that 
it is developed with Gifted Education and 

Multiple Intelligences strategies. By nurturing 
all forms of intelligences, it can help lay the 
foundation for fulfilling children’s potential 
and realising their unique abilities and gifts. 
This way, not only can your child benefit from 
having a solid academic headstart, his or 
her learning ability can even be propelled to 
greater heights.

Besides award-winning phonics strategies and 
specially crafted teaching aids, Growing Up 
Gifted also makes learning fun and develops 
a lifelong passion for learning through the use 
of progressive teaching methods and activities 
like dramatic play, action rhymes, puppetry, 
Super Writing skills, creative art, and Orff 
musical productions. The school is also 
expanding and looking to bring their exciting 
programmes nearer to your doorstep, with two 
new schools in Tampines Junction (opening 
in January) and Derbyshire Road off Thomson 
Road (opening in March).

Best Preschool & Enrichment 
Curriculum With Proven Results




